Abstract: Algerian Arabic, in general, and the Djelfa dialect, in particular, are receptive to French words. But such borrowing is not unsystematic as they are adapted in a way compatible with the morphological and phonological system of the recipient dialect as well as preserving as much information as possible from the source language. This paper focuses on the morphological nativization of French loanwords in the Djelfa dialect with special reference to some phonological processes, viz., epenthesis, assimilation and devocalization that are used to rehabilitate the illicit syllable structures resulting from such morphological adaptation within Optimality Theory.
Introduction
The Djelfa dialect (DJ) is one of the varieties of Algerian Arabic (AA) that belong to the Maghreb dialects. The topic that will be brought to the fore in this paper lies in the morphological adaptation of French loanwords in DJ. French and DJ do not only differ in terms of their phonemic inventories but also in the phonotactic constraints and the morphological rules governing them. Since their morphological and prosodic structures do not perfectly correlate with each other, there are different mechanisms that conspire to achieve the wellformed phonological and morphological patterns in the recipient dialect. The corpus of French loanwords used in this paper was collected by the author, who is a native speaker of DJ in addition to consulting some other native speakers. Being a native speaker of the dialect and having French as my second language, I use my native-speaker intuition to judge the problems in hand. So, this paper provides novel data that may contribute to loanword phonology.
As far as I know, no previous study has approached AA French loanwords adaptation in the light of optimality theory (OT). Moreover, all previous studies have dealt with the phonetic, phonological, morphological, semantic and morphosyntactic nativization of French loans in AA, but according to my best knowledge, none of them approached the issue from the interface between morphology and phonology. Moreover, none of them has captured such adaptation in terms of assimilation and devocalization which may be our breakthrough in the issue.
To the best of my knowledge, no one has approached the nativization of French loanwords in DJ which is the main reason motivating this investigation. Besides, since AA is understudied in terms of its prosodic structure, this paper aims to fill that gap.
Previous studies vis-à-vis AA nativization of French loanwords mainly (Guella, 2011 and Mahtout, 2012) , were approached from descriptive and diachronic perspectives. In his study "Emprunts lexicaux dans des Dialects Arabe Algeriens", Guella (2011) analyzes the lexical borrowing of AA from different languages, French is one of them. He addresses the semantic borrowing in addition to tracing down the geographical distribution of the borrowed lexical items form a diachronic perspective. The study shows that there are four main categories from which AA French loans are stemmed. The first category subsumes the old words that had been integrated into AA during the French colonization period in 1950/1960, after being phonetically, morphologically and syntactically adapted to the recipient dialect. The second category includes the words that have military connotations such as places, objects and some disease names: At the phonological level, however, it discusses some phonological processes, viz., epenthesis encapsulated in inserting the low vowel /a/ at the ending of the hosted words ( e.g. 'carte'; carta; 'carda'). At the semantic level, it reveals that some loans keep their original sense, whereas others are subject to semantic change by virtue of conative slip, semantic enlargement, semantic restriction and semantic shift. All in all, these studies limit themselves to description of the facts and no attempt was made to account for such adaptation. In the current paper, however, a light will be thrown into some phonological processes resultant from morphological adaption, viz., epenthesis, assimilation and devocalization and it will be presented how they interact within a single system of adaptation. Moreover, it will be shown how they are smoothly accounted for within the OT model in the sense that conflicting constraints yield outputs in conformity with the recipient dialect's structural requirements.
Before discussing the morphological adaptation of the French words and the phonological processes targeting them, it is worthwhile to lay down the segmental inventories of both varieties and the main preliminaries underlying their syllable structures which can be summarized in the following points: -DJ bans onsetless syllables while French freely allows them. -Both languages permit word-initial and word-final CC clusters. -French has four nasal vowels while DJ does not have any. Thus, when French words with nasal vowels are introduced to the dialect, the latter tends to 'unpack' the nasal vowel into the sequence /V+N/.
As far as the segmental inventory is concerned, French has a somehow impoverished consonant inventory compared to DJ which can be classified in terms of the place and manner of articulation as follows: Plosives: It has six oral plosives: the voiced bilabial /b/ and its voiceless counterpart /p/, the dental plosives /d/ and its voiceless counterpart /t/ in addition to the velar stops /k/ and /g/.
Fricative: French is impoverished in terms of fricatives as it has only six segments: the voiced labiodental /v/ and its voiceless counterpart /f/, the voiced alveolar /z/ and its voiceless counterpart /s/, the voiced alveopalatal /ʒ/ and its voiceless counterpart /ʃ/. Nasals: French has three nasals: the bilabial nasal /m/, the dental nasal /n/ and the palatal nasal /ɲ/. Approximants: French has the lateral approximant /l/ and the uvular approximant /ʁ/ in addition to the glides /j/, /ɥ/ and /w/.
The French consonant inventory is summarized in the following The French vowel inventory, however, is very rich compared to Arabic. In French, there is a distinction between oral and nasal vowels. It has eleven oral vowels: the front unrounded vowels /i, e, a, ɛ/ and the front rounded vowels /y, ø, oe/. As far as back vowels are concerned, it has the unrounded vowel /ɑ/ and the rounded vowels /u, o, ɔ/. In addition to these oral vowels, it has other four nasal vowels distributed as follows: the front unrounded vowel /ɛ/, the front rounded vowel /oe/, the back unrounded vowel /ɑ/ and the back rounded vowel /õ/. These vowels are sometimes lengthened if they occur in stressed closed syllables (Bernard Tranel, 1987: 49) .
The French vowel inventory is summarized in the following table: nlike French, DJ is very rich in terms of its consonantal inventory. It has 27 consonants that can be classified in terms of their place and manner of articulation as follow:
Plosives: DJ has eight plosives: the voiced bilabial /b/ but it lacks its voiceless counterpart /p/, the dental-alveolars /t, d/, the emphatic /tˤ/, the glottal /ʔ/, the velars /k, g/ and the uvular /q/. Unlike SA, DJ lacks the emphatic dento-alveolar plosive /dˤ/ which is substituted with the dental emphatic fricative /ðˤ/.
Fricatives: Arabic language in general and DJ in particular, are rich in terms of what is known as guttural sounds. So, their richness in the uvulo-pharyngeal and emphatic fricatives lend them some typicality. DJ has thirteen fricative segments ranging from labiodental to glottal as follows: the labio-dental /f/, the voiceless dental /θ/, the voiced dental /ð/ and its emphatic counterpart /ðˤ/, the alveolars /s, z/, the emphatic /sˤ/, the post-alveolars /ʃ, ʒ/, the uvular /x/, the pharyngeals /ħ, ʕ/, and the glottal /h/. Like other languages, it has 'holes in the pattern' as it lacks the voiced fricative /v/. Nasals: DJ has only two nasal segments: the bilabial /m/ and the alveolar /n/.
Liquids: there are two liquids in DJ: /l/ and /r/.
Glides: DJ has two glides; the palatal /j/ and the bilabial /w/. The following table summarizes the consonantal inventory of DJ. Unlike French which is very rich in terms of its vocalic segmental inventory, DJ has a limited number of vowels. It has three short vowels: the high front vowel /i/, the high back rounded vowel /u/ and the low vowel /a/, in addition to their long counterparts /i:/, /u:/ and /a:/. These vowels become emphatic when they fall in the vicinity of emphatic segments. Moreover, DJ has two diphthongs /ay/ and /aw/. In most Arabic dialect the diphthongs /ay/ and /aw/ undergo diachronic monophthongization whereby these diphthongs become /ee/ and /oo/ respectively. But in DJ, the the diphthongs /ay/ and /aw/ are realized as /ii/ and /uu/ respectively. So far, it is intuitively reasonable to say that DJ is richer than French in terms of its consonantal inventory while the vowel inventory of DJ is impoverished compared to that of French. After laying down the main properties of both DJ and French and their phonemic inventories, it is worthwhile to get a clear picture of how French words are adapted in the recipient dialect. One fruitful avenue to investigate such loanwords adaptation is the OT model. In this vein, this paper analyzes the following points: -The realization of French loanwords in DJ by means of sketching some aspects of the morphological nativization processes. -The configuration of some phonological processes. viz., epenthesis, assimilation, and devocalization utilized by DJ to rehabilitate the undesired syllable structures resulting from such borrowing. -The motivation elucidating DJ's use of such repair strategies and the constraints accounting for them.
Phonological Nativization of French Loanwords in DJ
This section will primarily focus on the manifestation of French loanwords in DJ and their morphological adaptation. Then, it will be shown how the dialect resorts to some phonotactic mechanisms to repair some illicit structures resultant from this borrowing. viz., epenthesis, assimilation, and devocalization and how the markedness and the faithfulness constraints compete with each other to yield the desired outputs that are compatible with the syllabification system of the dialect.
Glide Epenthesis to Repair Onsetless Syllables
In DJ, the feminine gender is concatenated via affixing the morpheme /at/ at the end of the word. The morpheme final /t/ is silent except in the genitive case. Thus, at the surface level, this morpheme is manifested as the low vowel /a/. This morphological rule also applies to French loanwords in DJ that endeavors to integrate the hosted French words in a way that is compatible with its morphological system. To this end, it concatenates the low vowel /a/ at the end of the French word as a feminine marker. This feminine case marker is assigned to animate referents and hence, refers to their true feminine gender as well as to inanimate referents. Yet, such an endeavor to morphological adaptation engenders undesired syllable structures when this morpheme is appended to words ending in the high vocalic segments /i/ and /o/. Consider the data in (2). The data in (2) reveal that the insertion of the feminine marker suffix /a/ into words ending in /i/ and /o/ yields phonologically ill-formed syllable structures in that they constitute onsetless syllables. Moreover, they culminate in vowel hiatus as the juxtaposition of two vocalic segments that belong to different syllables is not allowed. In order to account for this vowel hiatus in the light of OT, I refer to the markedness constraint ONSET that bans onsetless syllables.
3) ONSET (ONS) Ito (1986)
All syllables must have onsets. Two common ways many languages invoke in order to resolve vowel hiatus are either to elide one of the adjacent vowels or insert a [-syllabic] segment to separate the two vowels. In order to resolve the vowel hiatus and satisfy ONS, DJ may advocate one of the two common strategies either by eliding one of the two contiguous vowels or by inserting a non-vocalic segment intervocalically. The first option is quite hopeless in the dialect as syncopation militates against the highly ranked faithfulness constraint MAX-IO that requires every segment in the input to have a correspondent in the output. Since DEP-IO is ranked lower than MAX-IO, the dialect rather resorts to intervocalic glide insertion in an attempt to rehabilitate such onsetless syllables. Consider the data in (4). As clearly revealed from the data in (4), the onsetless syllables are repaired by the insertion of either the bilabial glide /w/ or the palatal glide /j/. Note that the first member of the hiatus is a high vowel either /i/ or /o/ and the second member is the low vowel /a/ and hence, glide insertion is harmonious to the first member of the hiatus: /w/ is inserted after /o/ and /j/ after /i/. To account for this harmony, I refer to the markedness constraint SHARE (F) that is formulated in (5).
5) SHARE (F) McCarthy (2011: 6)
Assign one violation mark for every pair of adjacent elements that are not linked to the same token of [f] .
In order to ensure the harmony between the inserted glide and the vowel preceding it, I propose the following constraint:
6) SHARE (round, back)
The inserted glide should be linked to the same token feature with the preceding vowel in terms of backness and roundness.
Having recalled all the constraints deemed necessary to resolve such anomaly, the hierarchy in (7) is established.
7) ONS, MAX-IO>>DEP-IO>>SHARE (round, back)
Tableau (1) 
/i/ Epenthesis to Break-up Word-Initial CCC Clusters
Another instance of the morphological nativization of French loanwords in DJ is the passive voice. The introduced French verbs get inflected according to the morphological inflectional paradigm of the recipient dialect. The same holds for the passive voice aspect in the way that the dialect keeps the hosted verb as it is in the perfective3 and prefixes the morpheme /t/ to the verb stem. But the prefixation of the morpheme /t/ to stems starting with CC clusters yields a phonologically ill-formed structure, as the dialect syllabification system does not allow tri-consonantal clusters in word-initial position. Consider the data in (8).
8)
French DJ UR DJ SR Gloss bloquer t-blo:ka *tblo:ka 'it has been blocked' brosser t-bro:sˤɑ *tbro:sˤɑ 'it has been brushed' tracer t-tˤrɑ:sˤɑ *ttˤrɑsˤɑ 'it has been traced' classer t-klɑ:sˤɑ *tklɑ:sˤɑ 'it has been classified' However, when this morpheme is prefixed to a mono-consonantal onset no epenthesis is invoked, as illustrated in the data in (9).
9)
French DJ UR DJ SR Gloss couper t-ku:ba tku:ba 'it has been cut' boucher t-bawʃa t-bawʃa 'it has been blocked' Interestingly, the dialect opts for /i/ epenthesis to rehabilitate the tri-consonantal clusters resulting from the passive voice adaptation of the introduced French word. To capture such a mechanism by a constraint, we refer to the markedness constraint *CCC. Since DJ allows tri-consonantal clusters word-medially, the *CCC constraint is restricted to word-initial position as *CCC (ONS). This constraint is formulated in (10).
10) *CCC (ONS)
No tri-consonantal clusters in onset position.
This constraint is ranked very high in DJ as it never allows three consecutive consonants in word-initial position. To avoid such tri-consonantal clusters, the dialect may elide one of the contiguous consonants; either deleting one of the two root onset Cs or the morpheme /t/. But at first glance, none of them are satisfactory as they fatally incur the violation of the faithfulness constraint MAX-IO. Moreover, deleting the root consonant is prone to contradict McCarthy and Prince's (1995) claim that root faithfulness outranks affix faithfulness. The only remaining way out of this dilemma is vowel epenthesis. Hence, DJ mends the marked wordinitial CCC clusters via /i/ insertion which is a default epenthetic segment in Arabic (Kenstowicz, 1994: 272) and in Arabic loanword adaptation in particular (Galal, 2004) . Consider the data in (11).
11)
French DJ UR DJ SR Gloss bloquer t-blo:ka tiblo:ka 'it has been blocked' classer t-klɑ:sˤɑ tiklɑ:sˤɑ 'it has been classified' placer t-blɑ:sˤɑ tiblɑ:sˤɑ 'it has been placed' So far, the relevant constraints to rehabilitate such phonological anomaly have been identified. Accordingly, the following hierarchy is established.
12) *CCC (ONS), MAX-IO>>DEP-IO
The interaction of these constraints to optimize the desired output is testified in the following tableau:
Tableau ( As it turns out from tableau (2), candidate (a) is eliminated as it violates the highly ranked constraint *CCC (ONS). Candidates (b) and (c) are also ruled out as they incur the violation of MAX-IO. Candidate (d) and (e) fare equally as the former rescues *CCC (ONS) by inserting /i/ between C1 and C2 while the latter secures it by inserting /i/ between C2 and C3. To resolve this competition and determine the docking site of the epenthetic vowel, we may make recourse to the contiguity constraints: MAX-CONTIGUITY and DEP-CONTIGUITY (McCarthy and Prince 1993).
13) MAX-CONTIGUITY
If x, y ∈ S1 and x immediately precedes (→)y, then ∃x_, y _ ∈ S2 such that x_x_ and y_y_ and x _ immediately precedes (→)y_.(No deletion of contiguity relations)
14) DEP-CONTIGUITY
If x_, y _ ∈ S2 and x _ immediately precedes (→)y_,then ∃x, y ∈ S1 such that x_x_ and y_y_and x immediately precedes (→)y.(No insertion of contiguity relations).
Here, DEP-CONTIGUITY is relevant to our case, but such a constraint is too general. Hence, I have to refer to another precise contiguity family. Lamontagne (1996) introduced the contiguity constraints: JUCNTURE CONTIGUITY and DOMAIN CONTIGUITY constraints. The former requires contiguity at juncture domain, whereas, the latter calls for contiguity within the prosodic domain.
15) DOMAIN CONTIGUITY (D-CONTIG)
Contiguity between correspondents within a domain D: For some domain D within S2, all correspondents αβ in D must be contiguous, where D = {Syllable, Foot, PrWd, etc.}
16) JUNCTURE CONTIGUITY (J-CONTIG)
Contiguity between correspondents across identical domains: For two identical domains D. and D+1 in S2, where β is the final correspondent in D and α is the first correspondent in D+1, α and β must be contiguous, where D = {Syllable, Foot, PrWd, etc.}. J-CONTIG bans any insertion between the morpheme and the stem onset while D-CONTIG does not tolerate epenthesis within the stem domain. Since DJ breaks the tri-consonantal cluster by inserting /i/ between C1 and C2 as in CvCC rather than CCvC, we can conclude that D-CONTIG outranks J-CONTIG. By means of integrating these two contiguity constraints within the hierarchy established in (12), the constraint hierarchy in (17) 
Nasal Place Assimilation
This section discusses the realization of the nasal /N/ in DJ French loanwords. DJ lacks nasal vowels. Hence, when French words containing nasal vowels are introduced into the dialect, nasal vowels get denasalized and culminate in the sequence /V+N/, a process dubbed 'UNPACKING' by Paradis and Prunet (2000) . The unpacking process creates a fertile environment for nasal assimilation. Consider the data in (18). The data in (18) reveal that when /N/ is followed by the bilabial plosive /b/, it gets assigned the same place feature. It seems here that a constraint like N-O SHARE [LABIAL] is very appealing. However, capitalizing on such a constraint to account for tauto-morphemic nasal place assimilation does not throw much light on the whole mechanism in the dialect as the latter entails other instantiations of nasal assimilation: when /N/ is followed by the plosives /d/, /g/ and /k/ and the labiodental fricative /f/, as demonstrated in (19). So far, the N+O distribution in the data in (18) and (19) mirrors the fact that /N/ should be homorganic with the following obstruent consonant in terms of the place feature, keeping in mind that all the consonants triggering place assimilation are the obstruent segments /b/, /d/ /g/, /k/ and /f/. To cast this place assimilatory maneuver within the OT framework, we may formulate a markedness constraint that exerts a high premium on the homogeneity of /N/ and the obstruent following it in terms of the place of articulation, which is shown in (20).
20) N-O SHARE (place)
When /N/ is followed by an obstruent, they should be linked to the same place feature.
To abide by N-O SHARE (place), DJ may delete one of the adjacent segments but such segment deletion is not justified as it results in the wrong output and violates MAX-IO that is ranked higher in the dialect grammar. The least costly repair mechanism the dialect resorts to, however, resides in assimilating the two segments so that they are linked to the same token of the place feature. After defining all the relevant constraints, the following constraint hierarchy is borne out.
21) N-O SHARE (place), MAX-IO>>IDENT-IO
Tableau ( 
Lateral Assimilation
Another instantiation of morphological adaptation lies in the definite article /ʔil/ assignment. As we have seen, French words introduced into DJ are integrated in accordance with the morphological paradigm of the recipient dialect. DJ assigns the adopted French nouns the same declension markers as in the native dialect and prefixes the definite article /ʔil/ to the hosted French nouns. Yet, such prefixation is undesired when concatenated to stems starting with coronal consonants as the dialect does not tolerate the sequence of /l/ and a coronal consonant across a morpheme boundary. To rehabilitate such undesired sequences, DJ rather fully assimilates /l/ to the following coronal consonant. /l/, however, is kept intact when followed by non-coronal consonants. Consider the data in (22a) and (22b). It should be still clear from the data above that /l/ undergoes full assimilation when followed by coronal consonants and no assimilation takes place when followed by non-coronal consonants. Let's take /r/ as an example. Note that both /l/ and /r/ belong to the same natural group, being sonorant approximants but they can be distinguished from each other in terms of the feature lateral; /l/ being [+lat] while /r/ being [-lat] . So, by means of assimilation, the [-lat] feature of /r/ spreads leftward to the lateral /l/ which, in turn, culminates in /r/. It is important to note here that the lateral total assimilation takes place only across a morpheme boundary and not within the same root. In order to account for such total assimilation by constraints, we again make recourse to the markedness constraint SHARE (F) and propose the following constraint:
22) a) UR

23) [LAT COR] SHARE (F)
Across a morpheme boundary, /l/ and the following coronal consonant should be assigned the same token features.
This constraint militates against the faithfulness constraint IDENT-IO that strives for the identity between input and output segment features. The observation that inputs such as /ʔil-do:sˤi/ surfaces as [ʔiddosˤi] 'the document' in the data in (22a) implies that the constraint [LAT COR] SHARE (F) outranks IDENT-IO.
To abide by such a highly ranked constraint, DJ could have opted for other repair strategies, viz., segment deletion. But deleting the lateral /l/ or the coronal consonant following it breaches MAX-IO and yields incorrect outputs as *[ʔido:sˤi] or *[ʔilo:sˤi]. Another solution the dialect could have opted for resides in the insertion of a vocalic segment between /l/ and the following coronal consonant. Yet, such an epenthetic mechanism again culminates in the wrong output and violates DEP-IO. The least costly repair strategy is segmental feature change. Since feature change targets /l/ of the definite article, we are in need for another version of IDENT-IO that strives to keep onset features intact.
24) IDENT-ONS (F)
Onset features should be kept intact.
This faithfulness constraint rules out outputs such as *[ʔillo:sˤi] and accordingly, the feature change rather targets the definite article final-segment. By figuring out the constraints responsible for this assimilatory process, the hierarchy in (25) is established.
25) [LAT COR] SHARE (F), MAX-IO>>DEP-IO>>IDENT-ONS (F)>>IDENT-IO
The interaction of these constraints to optimize [ʔiddo:sˤi] 'the document' as the winner candidate is demonstrated in the following tableau:
Tableau ( Another domain where lateral total assimilation is invoked is the concatenation of the enclitic /l/. Encliticization is deemed to be one of the morphological nativization apparatus advocated by the recipient dialect. In this vein, DJ concatenates the dative enclitic /l/ to the hosted French words as in the output [blo:ka:lha] 'he blocked for her' which is adapted from the French verb 'bloquer' 'to block'. But when the dative enclitic /l/ in such French loanwords is followed by the 1 st pl suffix (na), it undergoes regressive nasal assimilation. Consider the data in (26).
26)
UR SR SR Gloss blo:ka:-l-na *blo:ka:lna blo:ka:nna 'he blocked for us' du:mo:nda:-l-na *du:mo:nda:lna du:mo:nda:nna 'he ordered for us' du:bla:-l-na *du:bla:lna du:bla:nna 'he gave us two shares' kɑwda:l-na *kɑwda:lna kɑwda:nna 'he gave us gifts'
It follows from the data in (26) that the lateral segment fully assimilates to the following alveolar nasal /n/. Both /l/ and /n/ are coronal sonorants but they only differ in their manner of articulation, /l/ being a lateral and /n/ being a nasal. By means of such regressive assimilation, the nasal feature of /n/ spreads leftward to /l/ inducing [+lat] to get delinked and hence, culminating in [nn] . To account for this phenomenon within the framework of OT, I may again use the same constraint hierachy established in 25. The reason behind using the same constraint permutation lies in the fact that both of the enclitic /l/ and the /l/ of the definite article /ʔil/ occur at a morpheme boundary with the following coronal consonant they assimilate to. The interaction of the constraints motivating this regressive nasal assimilation is demonstrated in tableau (6). However, such full assimilation is blocked when the morpheme /t/ is prefixed to stems starting with noncoronal obstruents or non-obstruents. Consider the data in (28).
Tableau (6)
28)
French DJ UR DJ SR Gloss couler t-kawla tkawla 'it has been stagnated' formater t-fo:rmɑ:tˤɑ tfo:rmɑ:tˤɑ 'it has been formatted' boucher t-bawʃa tbawʃa 'it has been blocked' lâcher t-lɑ:ʃa tlɑ:ʃa 'it has been slackened' refuser t-rafza trafza 'it has been rejected'
As it turns out from the data in (27) and (28), the morpheme /t/ totally assimilates to the following coronal obstruent segments. Yet, such total assimilation is blocked when /t/ is followed by non-coronal obstruent segments or non-obstruents. To cast this assimilatory process in the light of OT, I again refer to SHARE (F), by adapting the left-hand element as the passive voice marker /t/ and the right-hand element as the coronal obstruent to which /t/ is assimilated to. Moreover, here the token (F) refers to all features by means of which total assimilation is invoked. This constraint can be reformulated in (29).
29) [COR OBS] SHARE (F)
The passive voice morpheme /t/ and the following coronal obstruent segment should share all features when they crop up across a morpheme boundary.
This constraint implies that the passive morpheme /t/ and the coronal obstruent segments following it have to be specified with identical values for every feature, which is ranked very high in the dialect. To secure [COR OBS] SHARE (F), DJ may opt for elision as a repair strategy: either eliding the stem onset or eliding the prefixed morpheme. Yet, neither of them is the right move here as they contravene MAX-IO which is of a paramount importance in the dialect grammar hierarchy. Alternatively, the dialect may insert the vocalic segment /i/, between the morpheme /t/ and the following coronal obstruent. But this epenthesis again incurs the violation of DEP-IO. The least costly strategy the dialect opts for resides in segmental feature change. Yet, the latter either targets the morpheme /t/ to be homorganic with the following coronal obstruent or targets the stem-initial coronal obstruent to be homorganic with the morpheme /t/. Since both of the morpheme /t/ and the coronal obstruent segment fall in onset position, the faithfulness constraint IDENT-ONS (f) formulated in (24) is not decisive. To optimize the attested output in the dialect, we are in need for another version of IDENT-ONS (F) that can be formulated in (30).
30) IDENT-STEM-ONS (F)
Every feature of the input stem-onset segment should be kept intact.
After defining all the constraints involved in such assimilatory process, the following constraint hierarchy is adduced.
31) [COR OBS] SHARE (F), MAX-IO>>DEP-IO>>IDENT-STEM-ONS (F)>>IDENT-IO
Tableau (7) further illustrates the interaction of the aforementioned constraints to elect the optimal candidate from the input /t-sˤɑ:bo:tˤɑ/ 'he has been sabotaged'. 
Tableau (7)
Devocalization
Another aspect of the morphological nativization of French loanwords in DJ is tense inflection. DJ adapts the introduced French verbs in accordance with the recipient dialect's tense inflectional paradigm. So, when these verbs are conjugated in the past tense in the third plural masculine or feminine, the high back vowel /u/ is affixed at the end of the verbs. As we have referred to earlier in this paper, DJ adopts most of the French verbs as defective verbs, ending in the low vowel /a/. So, when the morpheme /u/ is suffixed to verbs ending in /a/, it culminates in onsetless syllables. Consider the data in (32).
32)
French DJ UR DJ SR Gloss doubler du:bla:-u *du:bla:u 'they doubled' bloquer blo:ka:-u *blo:ka:u 'they blocked' rater rɑ:tˤɑ:-u *rɑ:tˤɑ:u 'they missed' The data in (32) reveal that the suffixation of /u/ to verb stems ending in /a/, again results in vowel hiatus and the undesired onsetless syllables. To resolve the fatal violation of ONS, DJ may elide the onsetless nucleus. But such elision does not pay off here as it militates against MAX-IO that is ranked higher in the hierarchy. Likewise, inserting a glide intervocalically does not hold in the dialect as it culminates in wrong outputs, for example, the input /ʔɑ:ni:la:-u/ 'they cancelled' erroneously surfaces as *[ʔɑ:ni:la:ju] or *[ʔɑ:ni:lawu]. This immunity to intervocalic glide insertion backs up Uffmann's (2007: 465) postulation that glides are inserted only when the first member of the hiatus is a high segment. The least costly mechanism to rehabilitate such structure resides in changing the suffix /u/ into the bilabial glide /w/, as demonstrated in (33).
33)
UR SR Gloss ʔɑ:ni:la:-u ʔɑ:ni:la:w 'they cancelled' du:bla:-u du:bla:w 'they doubled' blo:ka:-u blo:ka:w 'they blocked' So, the glide /w/ shares almost the same features with the vocalic segment it replaces except syllabicity in the way that the former is [-syll] and the latter is [+syll] . Such a segment change violates the faithfulness constraint IDENT-IO that requires the congruence between input and output segmental features. Having invoked all the relevant constraints, the following hierarchy is established.
34) ONS, MAX-IO>>DEP-IO>>IDENT-IO
Tableau (8) Candidate (a) is ruled out as it fatally violates the highly ranked constraint ONS. Candidates (c) and (d) are also excluded as they violate MAX-IO and DEP-IO respectively. Candidate (b) surfaces as the winner candidate as it incurs the violation of IDENT-IO that is demoted in the hierarchy.
Conclusion
This paper has addressed the issue of the morphological adaptation of French loanwords in DJ. French loanwords are fully integrated into the morphological system of DJ, going through a fully-fledged morphological derivational paradigm of the recipient dialect. Yet, such morphological apparatus sometimes yields phonologically ill-formed structures which render some phonotactic mechanisms imperative, viz., epenthesis, assimilation and devocalization. DJ endeavors to adapt the French loanwords to conform to its morphological, phonological and prosodic systems; meanwhile, it tries to preserve as much information as possible from the source language. This kind of adaptation is an intricate interplay between the phonetic aspects of the source and the hosted language and the morphological and phonotactic constraints of the recipient dialect that culminates into loans which makes DJ worthy of an in-depth investigation as it is widely receptive to French words.
